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Abstract

Computational storage has remained an elusive goal. Though

minimizing data movement by placing computation close to

storage has quantifiable benefits, many of the previous at-

tempts failed to take root in industry. They either require a

departure from the widespread block protocol to one that

is more computationally-friendly (e.g., file, object, or key-

value), or they introduce significant complexity (state) on top

of the block protocol.

We participated in many of these attempts and have since

concluded that neither a departure from nor a significant ad-

dition to the block protocol is needed. Here we introduce a

block-compatible design based on virtual objects. Like a real

object (e.g., a file), a virtual object contains the metadata that

is needed to process the data. We show how numerous of-

floads are possible using virtual objects and, as one example,

demonstrate a 99% reduction in the data movement required

to “scrub” object storage for bitrot. We also present our early

work with erasure coded data which, unlike RAID, can be

easily adapted to computational storage using virtual objects.

1 Introduction

Advances in storage technology are leading to extremely

large, fast devices. In particular, we are seeing various forms

of non-volatile memory being used for solid-state disks, no-

tably NAND flash and persistent memory. However, I/O

speeds are not keeping pace and increasingly more time is

needed to transfer data between storage devices and CPUs.

The available bandwidth from these fast devices is governed

by the I/O stack, which includes a variety of legacy software

and hardware. Though improvements to the I/O path are un-

derway and ongoing, they will never address the fundamental

problem — moving data takes time.

Consider a modern day storage server with SSDs that can

deliver about 3.0 GB/sec (or 24 Gb/sec), and commodity Eth-

ernet speeds limited to 100 Gb/sec. In building a storage

server with 16 to 32 drives, this network bottleneck becomes

immediately obvious, and trade-offs need to be made. Unfor-

tunately, this often means that the parallel bandwidth of all

drives within a storage server will not be available. The same

problem exists within a single SSD, as the internal NAND

flash bandwidth often exceeds that of the storage controller.

Enter computational storage, an oft-attempted approach to

address the data movement problem. By keeping computa-

tion physically close to its data, we can avoid costly I/O. Var-

ious designs have been pursued, but the benefits have never

been enough to justify a new storage protocol. In looking

back at the decades of computational storage research, there

is a common requirement that the block protocol be replaced

(or extended) with files, objects, or key-value pairs – all of

which provide a convenient handle for performing computa-

tion. Such attempts not only introduce too great a disruption

in the computer-storage industry (e.g., readers may recall the

Object-based Storage Device SCSI standard in T10 [20]), but

they ignore the large existing deployments of block storage.

In short, the solutions are not compatible with today’s busi-

ness ecosystem. We argue, however, that with the latest gen-

eration of high-speed storage devices only further widening

the I/O gap, along with growing momentum behind disag-

gregated block storage (NVMeoF and iSCSI), computational

storage is becoming essential. Further, existing object-based

storage systems (e.g., Ceph, Swift, Hadoop) that offer compu-

tational storage will need to be adapted to use disaggregated

block storage if they want to continue to co-locate computa-

tion with data. This paper represents one possible adaptation.

Rather than start with an object-based solution (file and

KV can also be considered objects), we instead start with

a block-based one and ask ourselves what is missing. As

it turns out, very little, and the short answer is “metadata.”

We take the metadata that a block storage system needs to

make sense of an unordered group of sectors, and we call

this a virtual object. After all, an object is simply a collection

of blocks, a length, and other metadata like timestamps and

ownership. Such metadata is small, can very easily be shared

with a block storage system, and it allows the storage system

to read the object into its memory for subsequent processing.



We wrap the virtual object in what we call a compute

descriptor and include any additional information that is

needed to process the object data (e.g., the method to be exe-

cuted and its arguments). We then send the compute descrip-

tor from the host server to the storage system (or target) us-

ing a new SCSI or NVMe command, which we call execute

(EXEC). The data returned by the EXEC command is the result

of the requested computation.

A client-side library manages the creation of the virtual

objects, the compute descriptors, and the issuing of the EXEC

commands. There are no changes to the block READ and

block WRITE commands, and legacy applications can con-

tinue to operate with the otherwise unmodified block storage.

We implement our approach using both iSCSI and

NVMeoF targets, and we show that a variety of compute

offloads are possible (e.g., word count, search, compress,

checksum, video transcoding, image transformation, sorting,

merging, ...). The same techniques can be applied to other

forms of block storage, including disk drives, solid-state

drives, disk arrays, and clustered storage systems like Ama-

zon’s Elastic Block Storage.

Our design also extends to erasure-coded data. Unlike

RAID, which uses a relatively small chunk size per drive (on

the order of KiB), modern day erasure coded deployments

create much larger chunks (on the order of MiB). This larger

chunk size gives each device (a device may be a drive, an en-

tire storage target, etc.) sufficient data to operate on before

running into a “boundary condition” where data straddles

multiple devices. Comma-separated-values (CSV) represent

such a use case: the large chunk size of an erasure-coded

CSV file will allow each storage device to see a sufficient

number of non-overlapping rows in the file, thereby allow-

ing most operations to be performed in parallel across the

devices.

2 Historical perspective and related work

Associative memory [18] is arguably the earliest work on

computational storage. This evolved into what was known

as “database machines,” where compute primitives were em-

bedded in the storage/memory system, solely for avoiding

expensive data movement across the memory bus and into

the CPU [2, 4, 7, 14, 19]. But none of these efforts took root.

A retrospective paper at the time, “Database Machines: An

Idea Whose Time Has Passed?” [2] signaled the end of two

decades of research. Regardless of where the computation

was located, the disk drives were the primary bottleneck.

Research picked up again in the mid-90s. Although pri-

mary storage was still based on rotating media, the I/O bot-

tleneck (data movement overhead) was again increasing and

motivating the need for computational storage. The focus

was also on database optimization [1, 11, 15, 16], but with

new attention being paid to large-scale data mining and, in

many cases, image processing. The design, which is based

on object storage, met a similar fate. The benefits of a new

object protocol did not justify the cost, complexity, and sub-

sequent disruption to the storage ecosystem.

With the introduction of Hadoop [3] Map Reduce in the

early 2000s, we finally saw widespread computational stor-

age, with HDFS storage nodes also serving as compute nodes.

In 2004, Intel proposed a storage architecture for early dis-

card using in-situ search [9], but required an object based pro-

tocol. Similar work was explored in the HPC realm, includ-

ing IBM’s Active Storage Fabrics [6], with compute added to

Blue Gene I/O nodes. Then, with the advent of cloud comput-

ing, we saw the introduction object-based storage systems,

such as Ceph and Swift. Ceph introduced the notion of dy-

namic classes [23], and IBM introduced the notion of Stor-

lets for Swift [5,17]. With each of these, computation can be

associated with data, but they all require the use of an object

protocol that is not compatible with block storage, and they

preclude the use of disaggregated block storage as a substrate

(i.e., diskless deployments) if they are to co-locate part or all

of their computation with the storage. Our work is comple-

mentary as it enables computation “near" data without requir-

ing the higher level stack be entirely co-located as well.

We are also now seeing a return to the earlier research

that attempted to place compute logic within the device it-

self. There has been new device-level research, including

both HDDs and SSDs, where the focus has been raising the

level of abstraction from sectors (or blocks) to either ob-

jects or key-value pairs — both of which provide a conve-

nient interface (the object or the key) with which computa-

tion can be associated. In particular, Seagate introduced a

key-value HDD [8], Samsung introduced a key-value ver-

sion of their SSD [12], and researchers have begun explor-

ing the possibilities of processing data within such smart de-

vices [10,22]. Several startups (e.g., NGD Systems, OpenIO,

and ScaleFlux) are also creating computational storage solu-

tions based on object or key-value protocols, or in some cases

offloading entire applications to an embedded OS in the stor-

age device.

Other recent research [13], which we feel is closest to ours

in philosophy, adds programmable filters to SSDs that per-

sist across multiple read commands. Though adding such

persistent “state” to the block protocol can, in some cases,

approximate the effect of having a virtual object, we argue

that a stateless protocol (virtual objects do not require that

state be persisted across I/O commands) is both more general

and more scalable. One of the applications of virtual objects

could, in fact, be a filter.

3 Design

3.1 Architecture Overview

As an illustrative example, consider searching for a string in-

side of a document. This is an ideal application, as it gener-
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Figure 1: High level architecture and data flow for our

compute-in-storage stack.

ally has much larger input than output, maximizing the I/O

reduction. On the host, an application interacts with our OAS

(Object Aware Storage) library, so named as it provides suf-

ficient metadata to make the block storage target temporar-

ily aware of an object, without requiring that it becomes an

object storage system in its own right. A target may be an

SSD, an NVMeoF target, etc. without any loss of general-

ity. Applications use our OAS library to create the virtual

objects and the compute descriptors with the desired opera-

tion – string search in this case – and any arguments (e.g.,

search for string “foo”). Note virtual objects are created us-

ing stat and fiemap calls. The compute descriptor is embed-

ded into our new EXEC command, which is used to transport

the descriptor to the storage target. The target identifies the

EXEC command (as a vendor opcode), extracts the descriptor,

and hands it to an offload engine for execution. The result of

the search is written to the virtual object(s) or, if it is small

enough, returned as inline data, along with status of the EXEC

command. Figure 1 illustrates this flow.

3.2 Implementation details

Virtual objects: The virtual object is an extent list of block

addresses and a data length, describing the data to be oper-

ated on. Multiple virtual objects can be included in a com-

pute descriptor. It is important to note that these mappings

are ephemeral; they do not persist on the target beyond the

lifetime of an operation, allowing us to keep our target state-

less, simplifying our design. Virtual object creation is han-

dled by our OAS library, using a combination of fiemap –

a commonly supported ioctl that obtains LBA extent map-

pings from the underlying file system – and stat to retrieve

a file length. Note that there can be both virtual input and

output objects, the latter being pre-allocated files for landing

results, which we describe in more detail later.

Compute descriptor and EXEC: The compute descriptor

tells the target which operations to run on the virtual input

object(s), any function arguments, and optionally the virtual

output object(s). For example, the result of our string search

example may be a short list of indices, so it can simply be

OPCODE: search ARG: foo

OUT_VIRTUAL_OBJ: 
EXT 1: LBA 8200 LEN 4096
PREALLOC_LEN: 4096

Compute Descriptor

IN_VIRTUAL_OBJ: 
EXT1: LBA2008LEN4096
EXT 2: LBA 4104 LEN 123
TOTAL_LEN: 4219

Figure 2: An example compute descriptor for a search oper-

ation, looking for string “foo.” The virtual input object con-

tains two extents, and the virtual output object contains one.

returned directly to the client as an inline payload from the

EXEC command. Operations with larger results may write to

the specified virtual output object(s). An example compute

descriptor is shown Figure 2. The EXEC command is sent as

a vendor specific command (using an ioctl for NVMeoF or

a SCSI generic command for iSCSI).

EXEC handling: When the target receives an EXEC com-

mand, the compute descriptor is extracted and handed to an

offload engine, which does the actual computation on the

data specified by the virtual input object(s). It is expected

that the offload engine is a library of computational services

(e.g, checksum, search, word count, sort, merge, ...) – many

of which we have implemented.

When virtual output objects are used, the output sizes may

not be deterministic (e.g., compressing a file). In these cases,

the target must also return the length of the output, and the

host must truncate the pre-allocated files to the correct size.

Care must be taken with virtual objects when it comes to

cached data. Prior to issuing the EXEC command, an fsync

must be issued on all virtual input objects. This ensures the

storage target has the latest copy of the data. Upon comple-

tion of an operation, the host must carefully truncate its pre-

allocated virtual output objects to the correct size. By “care-

fully,” we mean that the host must bypass any pre-allocated

data buffers that may be present in the OS page cache.

Fortunately, our OAS library can handle all of these de-

tails. We maintain a pool of pre-allocated output files. These

files are selected in a best-fit manner, depending on the op-

eration in question. In addition, for results that are known to

be temporary (but are too large to return as inline data), we

use a large pre-allocated file as a circular buffer, and return

an offset and length to the application. The application can

then read the result at its leisure.

4 Evaluation

We evaluate a non-erasure coded application in detail in the

form of checksum offloads for bitrot detection.

Bitrot detection is a process where object data is hashed

and compared against a previously computed hash to de-

tect corruption. This corruption may come from a variety of

sources, such as software bugs, or latent sector errors [21]. In
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traditional object storage with smaller, direct attached stor-

age devices this overhead is relatively minimal. However,

two trends are making this common operation increasingly

costly. First, storage devices are becoming ever larger, re-

quiring more and more throughput to effectively catch ob-

ject corruption. Second, we are seeing a move towards “disk-

less" storage stacks. For example, Ceph, Swift, and MinIO

deployments may use disaggregated block storage (NVMeoF

or iSCSI) in place of local disks,

This means that bitrot detection, traditionally a purely lo-

cal operation, now incurs significant network traffic, which

can contend with latency sensitive application traffic. For ex-

ample, a monthly scrubbing cycle for 1 PB of stored data

requires approximately 400 MB/sec, continuously.

Experimental setup: The target system is populated with

8 Intel P4600 1.6 TB SSDs, with dual Xeon Gold 6140s. The

host/initiator system has dual Intel Xeon E52699s. Both sys-

tems run Ubuntu 16.04 with a 4.13.2 kernel. We run our

modified host and target NVMeoF drivers to enable the EXEC

command and offload engine. Host and target are connected

via a 40 GbE link using Chelsio T580-LP-CR cards.

We use a benchmarking utility of our own design, imple-

mented in C++. It compares conventional operations (i.e.,

reading data over the network and computing host side) with

offloaded operations that are computed in-situ on the block

storage target. The result is returned as an NVMe payload

instead of a virtual output object.

Each experiment uses 100 16 MB files on each SSD, with

48 worker threads. We measure the throughput from 1 to 8 de-

vices. All conventional operations are measured with a cold

page cache, forcing SSD reads, and offloaded operations read

directly from the target side SSD(s). We compare conven-

tional and offloaded performance for a pure software CRC,

accelerated ISA-L CRC, and an AVX accelerated Highway

Hash, all of which are representative examples of bitrot check

hashes.

Performance and network evaluation: Our first set of

experiments focus on conventional accesses. As we can see

in Figure 3, conventional performance is rapidly gated by our

40 GbE link, as expected, at around 4.5 GB/sec.

However, our offloaded checksums scale with the num-

ber of devices being read from, bypassing not just the 40

GbE link but a hypothetical 100 GbE link as well, illustrated

in Figure 4. The HighwayHash and ISA-L CRC are com-

puted at near SSD speeds, meaning that bitrot checks not

only do not take up limited network resources, they actually

run faster. In turn, this implies that bitrot checks can be effi-

ciently run more frequently, reducing data loss risks. While

subjective, it should also be noted that this is with an oth-

erwise unoptimized stack, so we predict we can continue to

scale with the number of SSDs as well as improve our exist-

ing performance.

Though not shown here, our offloaded checksums also re-

duced network traffic by over 99%. This is due to the fact
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that instead of moving bulky data from the target to host, we

are simply returning the digests.

Object storage integration: In order to demonstrate our

solution end-to-end, we integrate our checksum offload into

the Ceph, MinIO, and Swift object storage stacks. In addition

to the network traffic reductions (upwards of 99%), we also

see up to a 2x improvement in scrubbing performance.

Overall, we find that it is simple to integrate our compu-

tational storage solution into these object stores. Using our

OAS libraries, we generally need to change only 20-30 lines

of the host scrubbing code, and in some cases we actually

shrink the bitrot check functions by moving most of the com-

plexity to our OAS library.

5 Ongoing and future work

Erasure coded deployments: Traditional RAID, where data

and parity chunks are often only a few kilobytes in size,

breaks computational storage by making it difficult, if not

impossible, to meaningfully compute on data without full re-

assembly of the chunks. Modern erasure coded systems, how-

ever, have changed this dynamic with two key facts. First, era-

sure coded data is often written in relatively large chunks of

hundreds of kilobytes to low megabytes in size. Excluding

parity, this data is often (assuming it is not encrypted) visi-
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side reconstructs these and returns results to the application.

ble “in the clear" when using common codes such as Reed-

Solomon. Second, huge amounts of data are often composed

of well structured elements that are significantly smaller than

these chunks (e.g., individual CSVs). It then becomes rel-

atively simple for computations to occur on complete ele-

ments within a chunk, and those data elements that straddle

chunks can be returned and reassembled on the host. Not

only do we glean most of the traffic reduction for many types

of operations, we run in parallel like a Map-Reduce cluster.

This type of stateless functionality inside of erasure-coded

block storage targets is not possible without virtual objects.

We would either require a more complex stateful protocol

to obtain this information from the host, or centralize and

reassemble the data prior to computing on it, eliminating

any benefit. Even existing erasure coded object-based ap-

proaches require that the object be at least partially reassem-

bled before performing operations. In contrast, we treat each

chunk of erasure coded data as a distinct virtual object, illus-

trated in Figure 5.

To explore our methodology, we are in the process imple-

menting simple offloads, such as word count. In this process,

we find that the most challenging aspect is formalizing the

erasure coded layouts (e.g., Ceph and MinIO have different

layouts, such as the chunk size). Once that is understood,

it is a straightforward matter to identify the boundaries be-

tween blocks and divvy up work to the various storage tar-

gets. For example, with word count, words that potentially

cross boundaries are not counted and are returned to the host

along with an initial count of words found in a chunk, with

the final tally adjusted host side. This not only demonstrates

the initial concept, but it shows that we can achieve Map-

Reduce like functionality that would otherwise not be pos-

sible with disaggregated block storage. We are next looking

towards more complex operations such as querying CSV and

JSON files in erasure coded deployments.

Additional offloads: We also are exploring many other

offloads as well with our initial prototypes. Some of these,

such as sort and merge, demonstrate common tool operations,

and exercise the handling of large virtual output objects. It is

in these use cases that we identify the importance of having

pools of pre-allocated storage to draw from, as pre-allocating

before every call erodes the performance of our offloads.

Several other application specific offloads are also in

progress. For visual data machine learning applications we

are investigating image processing, which is currently show-

ing network traffic reductions of up to 90% when inte-

grated into a Caffe based image classification pipeline. We

also are exploring LSM-tree compaction for KV stores like

RocksDB.

Offload scheduling: A critical area for our future explo-

rations is scheduling and work placement. Not all operations

are appropriate for computational storage. There also times

where applications can coordinate with computational stor-

age to maximize their throughput by selectively offloading

some operations, minimizing resource contention while max-

imizing throughput.

Security: Security is an often overlooked portion of

computational storage research. Since our approach works

through the file system, we can leverage basic security fea-

tures both from the file system and the OS. If an application

does not have the permissions to read/write a file, it will fail

to create the associated virtual objects and compute descrip-

tor. These checks can be performed in our OAS library.

6 Conclusion

We are encouraged by our early results (a 2x improvement in

scrubbing performance and a 99% reduction in I/O traffic),

and we are actively exploring many other computational stor-

age use cases with virtual objects. Given the growing trend

toward disaggregated block storage (e.g., NVMeoF), we be-

lieve computational storage is becoming essential.

In summary, relative to other approaches that we and oth-

ers in the industry have taken, virtual objects offers a number

of unique advantages –

• [Block compatibility] We do not modify the host file

system or the block storage system READ/WRITE path.

Rather, we offer the application the option of using our

EXEC command.

• [Stateless protocol] Our EXEC command is stateless.

This simplifies the design and improves scalability.

• [Erasure coding support] Our solution extends to

erasure-coded block storage.

• [Simplified security] Because we do not modify the FS,

we can leverage existing security mechanisms in the FS

and OS.

It was widespread adoption that motivated our design.

As such, we believe that these advantages are what make

virtual objects a practical (i.e., scalable, cost-effective, and

ecosystem-compatible) approach to computational storage.
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7 Topics for discussion at HotStorage’19

Broadly, we are interested in feedback and discussion related

to the feasibility and general applicability of our approach. In

particular, we strongly feel that previous attempts at computa-

tional storage are not practical in today’s ecosystem and, be-

cause of this, will see limited deployments in industry. While

we agree that, in a perfect world, a new protocol and “smart"

devices that are fully programmable would be ideal, our ex-

periences across multiple decades (and companies that we

have worked at) suggest otherwise. In short, many of the

challenges with computational storage are not technical, and

we feel that a new approach (virtual objects) is needed to

get past the underlying business concerns that have histor-

ically presented a challenge — expensive storage devices

with potentially under-performing CPUs, and the technical

and standards upheaval required to integrate them into exist-

ing stacks.

On a more technical note, given the early nature of our era-

sure coding work, we are very interested in feedback from

others that have made similar attempts, as very little is found

in the literature. We feel that the computational storage is

much easier with erasure coded data (when compared to

RAID), and we are interested to learn how others might at-

tack the problem for big-data formats beyond just CSV.
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